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ABSTRACT
As contemporary youth learn, play, and socialize online, their activities are often being recorded and analyzed. What should young people know about these data collection and analysis efforts? Although critiques of these new forms of data collection and analysis have grown increasingly loud, the voices of users, and particularly youth, have largely been absent. This paper explores the critical perspectives of youth who are programming with public data about their own learning and social interaction in the Scratch online community. Using a bottom-up approach based on ethnographic observation of discussions among these young users, we identify a series of themes in how these youth critique, question, and debate the implications of data analytics. We connect these themes—framed in terms of critical data literacies—to expert critiques and discuss the implications of these findings for education and design.
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INTRODUCTION
As technology’s ability to save and store information has increased, the creation and analysis of large-scale datasets has grown. In 2013, a study estimated that more than 90 percent of the data in the world had been produced over the last ten years, and that the world was generating 2.5 quintillion bytes of data daily. Moreover, this number is rapidly increasing [16].

The collection, management, and analysis of these rapidly expanding datasets are often described as issues of “big data” [28, 21] and “data science” [53, 49]. Although the sources of these new large datasets vary, many of the most popular accounts of the growing importance of data have focused on “digital footprints” [35, 26], “digital traces” [32], or “digital exhaust” [38]: data created as a side effect of human interaction with computing systems [19]. Quantitative analysis of these social and behavioral data is used to uncover hidden patterns and correlations, which can then be used to inform design, decision making, and policy setting [1, 47].

Some of the excitement about data is directed at the potential to collect and analyze information about the activities of youth. As youth flock to online systems to play, learn, and socialize, their activities are measured, recorded, quantified, tracked, and analyzed in unprecedented ways. In the field of digital learning systems, there is broad interest in new possibilities for digital data about youth, including using data for “personalizing instruction, improving student learning, improving student engagement, and providing rapid feedback to learners” [17, 2].

Recently, several scholars have begun to advance a critical discourse around data and its limitations. In particular, these critiques have emphasized the challenges associated with drawing valid conclusions from online behavioral data and the need for researchers and educators to reflect on the ethics of how data is acquired, interpreted, and utilized [5, 33, 34, 41]. These critiques suggest that the contemporary public discourse about data has an element of mythology embedded in it, causing “widespread belief that large data sets offer a higher form of intelligence and knowledge that can generate insights that were previously impossible, with the aura of truth, objectivity, and accuracy” [5].

Within these critical conversations, the voices and accounts of end users who are the subject of data collection are rare, with several notable exceptions (e.g. [9, 7, 44]). As individuals at the leading edge of new data collection efforts, understanding the implications of new forms of digital data collection and analysis is particularly important for youth. What should young people know about the data being collected about them and about the attempts to analyze and understand these data in ways that can shape their experience? What are the skills they require to approach the subject of data critically?

In this paper, we present a bottom-up approach that attempts to highlight youths’ voices in this broader conversation about data and data literacy. In the following background section, we introduce several important concepts from prior research as a way of defining our terms. Next, we briefly introduce our empirical setting: a novel system built on top of Scratch called Scratch Community Blocks. Subsequently, we describe our own data and methodology. We present a unique dataset

1Although it is outside the scope of this paper, the legal and regulatory environment relating to collecting data on the online activities of children under 13 is complex and shifting. See boyd, Gasser, and Palfrey [6] for an overview of some of these issues.
We reserve the bulk of this paper for discussing our findings. These findings are organized into five themes that reflect critical features of contemporary online data collection and analysis identified by the young people in our sample. We present these as youth perspectives on critical data literacies: (1) data collection and retention has privacy implications, (2) data analysis requires skepticism and interpretation, (3) data can come with assumptions and hidden decisions, (4) data-driven algorithms cause exclusion, and (5) measuring and reporting on data can affect the system that created the data. We use quotes and creative artifacts from youth to explicate each of these themes in detail. Furthermore, we connect these concerns to broader questions about data raised by researchers, critics, and educators. Based on these findings, we offer several suggestions for designers and educators on possible strategies for engaging youth in critically thinking about the role of data in their lives and in their world.

BACKGROUND
Although our research design takes a bottom-up approach that is primarily grounded in the data we have collected, our work is deeply informed by previous research. First, the way in which we attempt to theorize how youth understand data is informed by Papert’s theory of constructionism. Second, the way we understand and frame our findings is informed both by recent attempts to understand “big data” as well as related literature on data literacies. Finally, our desire to support youth in critically engaging in the process of meaning creation and learning is informed by Freire’s concept of critical pedagogy.

Constructionism is a theory proposed by Seymour Papert and others [43, 30] that builds on Jean Piaget’s theory of constructivism [46], where the learner is seen as an active constructor of knowledge rather than being a passive recipient of information. Papert argued that this process happens in a more “felicitous” way when the learner is actively engaged in constructing an entity (physical, or virtual). This entity could then be used as an “object to think with.” An example of such an object is a set of differential gears that helped a young Papert grasp ideas from mathematics [42]. Our approach is informed by constructionism in that we have sought to understand youths’ conceptions of data and its limitations by looking at the ways in which youth engage in the construction of data artifacts in a social context.

The topic of data literacy has been defined in a number of ways by educators and education researchers. We follow the Oceans of Data Institute in using the term to describe the ability to “access, interpret, critically assess, manage, handle, and ethically use data” [40]. We believe that the term “critically” is central. Our definition of critical is drawn from Freire, who advocated processes in which learners would be enabled to critically perceive “the way they exist in the world with which and in which they find themselves” [23]. Following Freire, our work seeks to contribute to the emerging literature on critical data literacies [20, 45]. This conversation has focused on calls for the cultivation of an understanding of the implications of large-scale data collection and analysis, which necessitates critical thinking about data, including issues of privacy, surveillance, and the power structures that enable data-driven processes to affect people’s lives.

Although literacy is often conceived of as being top-down—that is, defined by educators and policymakers—our approach is fundamentally bottom-up. We do not claim that the critical data literacies described by the youth in our paper are perspectives that all youth will, or should, share. Rather, we present these youths’ perspectives on critical data literacies as a way of including their voices in the emerging scholarly dialog around what data literacies might involve and what strategies may be of value to designers and educators in this space.

EMPIRICAL SETTING
Our empirical setting is the Scratch online community. Scratch is a block-based visual programming language designed for youth aged 8–16 years old [50]. Interactive programs are constructed by dragging and dropping visual blocks together where blocks are roughly analogous to tokens in text-based programming languages. Scratch is embedded within an online social community with over 15 million registered users who can share projects, comment on each others’ work, follow other’s activity, bookmark projects, and so on [37].

In early 2016, an experimental feature called Scratch Community Blocks was introduced to a subset of active Scratch users [15]. Scratch Community Blocks adds a new set of blocks to Scratch that allow users to access public metadata on users and projects from the Scratch website. The goal of the system is to engage Scratch users in programmatically accessing and analyzing these data. In particular, Scratch Community Blocks gives users access to the data about users’ followers, followees, shared projects, and favorited (bookmarked) projects. For each of these projects, it provides access to data including the number of views received, the number of “love-its” (similar to “likes” in other social media platforms), and code metadata, such as whether the project uses blocks that play music.

A sample project illustrating how Scratch Community Blocks can be used is shown in Figure 1. The code shown in Figure 1a calculates the total number of followers of the user who is viewing the project (using the “username” block embedded inside the “for each” block) as well as the total number of followers who are from outside the United States. Once the calculation of these numbers is complete, a graphical character on the screen “says” the result using a speech bubble (Figure 1b).

Scratch Community Blocks was beta tested on a fully functional copy of the Scratch website. Users with access to the beta site could create and publish projects that were visible to other invitees. Although the system was deployed on a separate website, the data fetched by the system was from the main Scratch website. Unless disabled by a project’s creators, users could leave comments on projects in a threaded discus-
tion area associated with each project. Additionally, there was a special threaded sub-forum in the main Scratch discussion forums dedicated to the community blocks and only accessible to invitees.

The system was beta tested over several months. Beta testers were drawn from a pool of Scratch users who had been active for at least six months and who had shared at least four projects. The self-reported age distribution of these users was close to that in the Scratch community in general—with the median age being 12 years, and with more than half being between 11 and 15. The gender ratio was approximately 48% male, 47% female, and 5% other. Selected users were given access to a separate instance of the Scratch website set up exclusively for trying out Scratch Community Blocks. Prior to the users being invited, the beta site did not have any content except for a few sample projects. A total of 2,500 Scratch users were invited in three stages. Over 700 of these users shared over 1,600 projects and 1,000 comments on the site. As the beta site became active, its landing page was populated with projects created by users. As with the main Scratch website, the source code for every project shared on the site could be viewed and remixed by any user.

**DATA AND METHODOLOGY**

Our data was drawn from several sources, and our methodology consisted of a grounded theory-based ethnographic approach. Our primary source of data was ethnographic observation of users in the Scratch Community Blocks website during a four-month period of beta testing. All three authors visited both the Scratch Community Blocks website and forum frequently to browse projects, read comments, and to follow discussions in the special forum. Though primarily observers, we also participated by experimenting with the blocks ourselves, publishing several of our projects, and engaging in several discussions. Two of the authors played an active role in the design of the blocks, and one led the implementation. The first author exclusively focused on ethnographic observation. As a group, we attempted to be comprehensive in our coverage of activity on the site and to view projects as they were published and discussions as they were ongoing.

The time that our team spent “in the field” was between February and July 2016 and varied day-to-day with activity on the site. The site saw more posts and projects during the days immediately following each wave of invitations and then slowly returned to a low level of activity. During the most active periods, our team members visited the site and forums several times a day. Over the course of our observations, we took copious field notes, which both quoted from discussions and included our own interpretations, feelings, and reactions.

We systematically collected the full text of the Scratch Community Blocks forums, which included 936 distinct messages left on 42 threads. We also drew from the more than 1,000 comments left on over 1,600 projects shared by users on the site (over 200 projects received comments). Additionally, we conducted five interviews with users of the system in which we discussed the blocks and the projects they had created. Three of these interviews were conducted with active users of the beta site over voice or video chat. The remaining two interviews were conducted face-to-face after the workshop described below. These interviews lasted a total of approximately three hours.

We also distributed a survey to users of the system in June 2016. All 2,500 users who were invited to the site were asked to participate in the survey, and over 400 responded. In this paper, we draw from eight open-ended questions that probed respondents’ reactions to and feelings about the blocks. We have included these questions in an online supplement. Finally, the team organized a three-hour face-to-face workshop where a total of 12 Scratch users were introduced to the blocks and then encouraged to explore, create, and discuss the blocks with the team and each other. Detailed notes were taken by the workshop facilitators.

We followed Charmaz’s [11] approach to grounded theory to code and analyze these various sources of data. One feature of
Charmaz’s approach is more explicit direction for researchers to incorporate prior ideas and existing theory, compared to Corbin and Strauss’ [12] original formulation. Following Charmaz, we iteratively completed the following analytic cycle: coding data, discussing codes as a team, grouping similar codes together, identifying themes of interest, writing and revising memos, and recoding data. We coded and analyzed data continuously. As a result, data collected in the first month of the study (field notes, forums conversations, records of projects, and comments) were coded more openly to generate a large set of initial codes. This was intended to provide a basis for grouping and identifying themes that could be further explored. Data collected later in the study (such as the survey responses) were coded less openly.

Codes included phrases such as “user stalking,” “conflicts with other Scratchers,” “cyber-bullying,” and “too personal.” These codes, and many others, were collapsed into themes, such as “concerns about user behavior” or “concerns about privacy.” At the end of this process, we found that our themes and memos were largely focused on five key features of data collection and analysis identified by youth. We present these features as perspectives on critical data literacies.

**FINDINGS**

In this section, each theme is framed with a brief introduction of the critical data literacy in question. We summarize youth’s perspectives on the issue they emerged in our analysis and provide evidence to support these summaries using quotes and examples from our fieldwork. We conclude each section by relating youth’s perspectives to existing scholarly criticism.

We have tried to provide context for quotes without revealing the identity of any users. We indicate the self-reported age of the Scratch user wherever possible but have altered all usernames. Because our survey was anonymous and all questions were optional, we have no identifiable or demographic information on survey respondents.

**Data collection and retention has privacy implications**

A primary source of excitement about new forms of data collection is the growing ability to continually record data about individuals’ interactions and actions. However, because online data collection is passive, the subjects of observation are often not aware of it. Scholars have described this as “epistemic asymmetry” [9] because users are not aware that data collection, retention, and analysis is happening. Even though *Scratch Community Blocks* provides access to data that is public, the surfacing of this data collection caused many users to raise concerns. These concerns constitute our first critical data literacy: that data collection and retention has privacy implications.

Many of the projects on the beta site utilized blocks that automatically detected the username of the viewer. One project greeted users by asking them if they remember their first project before reciting that project’s title and a few statistics about it. This comparatively simple demonstration of the persistent nature of retained data was evocative for a number of users. In one comment on the project, a 10-year-old user said that she found it “creepy and very cool.” Another comment used the terms “scary” but “cool” to voice a similar sentiment.

The ability to retrieve information that had been published but forgotten about clearly surprised and intrigued Scratch users. Although they may have been aware that their activities were being recorded in some abstract sense, and although they explicitly chose to make their activities public by publishing their projects, *Scratch Community Blocks* revealed how easily this information could be retrieved computationally. Through comments on projects, survey responses, forum posts, and interviews, we observed how Scratch users struggled with the implications of what it means to have this data out there.
On the discussion forums, a 14-year-old user expressed concern that data about anyone on Scratch can be retrieved through the system:

If I had to say one thing, it may be a bit personal, considering you can type in ANYONE’s username, but it’s still great! That’s only a minor flaw that can easily be fixed.

Another user (15 years old) echoed a similar sentiment in a forum post. She pointed out that programmatic access to public data makes it easier to actively monitor someone:

I will, however, add, that it does feel like a bit of a way to stalk Scratchers from a project. Though I suppose it doesn’t make much of a difference since a stalker could always just stalk them on the site, but you get what I mean. Someone could set themselves up with some of these blocks and get themselves a constant relay of the person’s activity.

Although she acknowledged that people are already looking at other user profiles and could “stalk” with or without the blocks, she also felt that programmatic access to data represented an important qualitative difference. In a survey response, a third user suggested that there should be a system that would ask for permission from a user before their data was accessed:

The blocks are a little personal; for example someone can find out anyone’s follower account, views, loves, favorites, etc., so there should be something that asks for permission from the user.

Not everyone was concerned. When presented with the concerns that other users raised about privacy, one workshop participant (11 years old) provided a passionate defense of the use of the community blocks to retrieve information:

I think that easier is never a problem. In fact, in our entire world…, everywhere in history, if you look around, technology upgrades either make our world easier, funner, or safer. Right? I mean like, vaccines, safer. Roller-coasters, funner. Computers, easier. And these Community Blocks definitely fall under easier and funner. It makes Scratch projects more diverse, which is great because projects are already diverse, and it makes it easier because you can access the information anyway. There’s not any sort of privacy issues—but it makes it so much more easier and elegant to access.

The lack of consensus among the young users of Scratch Community Blocks on the privacy implications of new forms of data collection and new programmatic forms of data analysis mirrors disagreements among adults. boyd, et al. [7, 4], while describing teenagers’ attitudes toward privacy in social media, describe privacy as, “both a social norm and a process,” where privacy is “negotiated.” Nissenbaum [39] argues for the development of “contextual” norms for data use and reuse. In other words, data collected for a stated use should not be used for another purpose unless permission is given.

What we observed through the conversation and feedback from Scratch users was essentially the process of privacy being “negotiated” (in the sense used by boyd et al.), as the socio-technical system forming the contextual backdrop for data collection and reuse added a new affordance. The ability to recognize and navigate the often messy relationship between the details of data collection, access, and analysis with privacy reflects our first critical data literacy.

Data analysis requires skepticism and interpretation

Though data can be a powerful tool for gaining insights, there are inherent challenges to data analysis as a means to understand the world. Data can be error prone and requires interpretation. Statistics educators developing curricula for elementary school students have described the “uncertainty and intrigue of real mathematics” [51] and have highlighted the need to have students discuss, debate, and argue as they conduct data analysis. Our observations indicate that youth using Scratch Community Blocks encountered these challenges in various ways. The examples that we provide in this section reflect the second critical data literacy—that data analysis requires skepticism and interpretation.

In our survey, we asked Scratch users what they liked best about the community blocks. Several users commented that they felt the blocks allowed for greater precision and confidence in the accuracy of information. For example, one respondent commented that the blocks made it possible to eliminate human error when retrieving the number of page views:

I found one project on the Scratch website (main) that added up your total views, but it required you to look through your projects and type in the number of views. This could easily result in human error, in a way that the community blocks won’t [be] doing the same thing.

Another respondent echoed a similar opinion:

I think it’s a pretty neat addition to the existing blocks. I am the kind of person who loves to know the exact numbers when it comes to stats. It honestly is an amazing idea; learning about how many people were on Scratch and etc. blew my mind.

Other Scratch users pointed out that the blocks occasionally appeared to report inaccurate information. For example, one interviewee described an inconsistency with data reported by the system:

At one point the follower blocks, it said I have slightly more followers than I do. And, that was kind of confusing when I was trying to make the project. […] I pulled up a second [browser] tab and compared the [data from Scratch Community Blocks] and the data in my profile.

Upon investigation, we established that the source of this discrepancy was a bug in Scratch Community Blocks where the block iterating over followers included users who had disabled their accounts. For users without visibility into the implementation of the system, the numbers returned simply appeared wrong.

These “incorrect” numbers were discussed by users because they did not match the numbers on the public user profiles. Through these discussions, we saw Scratch users engaging
in what has been described in a recently released workshop report on data literacy as data skepticism, or “questioning when something doesn’t make sense, particularly regarding the data sets and what they do/do not represent” [40]. Of course, Scratch Community Blocks provided access to some data that could not be validated. In many cases, such as the total number of Scratch projects, users had no way to know if data were wrong.

Moreover, many users aimed to measure less objectively quantifiable variables, such as “awesomeness” or “the best project.” To do so, Scratch users came up with models that combined a number of more accessible variables to represent what they thought was a reasonable proxy for the concept they were interested in. In this process, they drew on their knowledge of the community and their own values to make judgments about how to use the data they have access to.

For example, one user modeled “Total Scratcher Awesomeness” of a Scratch user by adding followers with cumulative loves, favorites, and views and subtracting the number of projects created. The Scratch code to perform this calculation is shown in Figure 3.

O’Neil [41] described models such as these as “opinions embedded in mathematics” and suggested that they are often very dangerous—particularly when they are opaque and unchangeable. Scratch users were expressing their opinion on what they think is an “awesome” Scratch user through the mathematics in the code shown in Figure 3. In this case, however, the model itself was both transparent and remixable, allowing other users to see what was incorporated and to offer their own suggestions. Indeed, we saw the author of this project incorporate feedback that suggested adding number of followers and total views to show how these models can potentially evolve to represent collective opinion. One such interaction is reproduced below:

**Commenter:** You should add how many people follow you and the total views! Cool idea!

**Creator:** Good idea! I think I will add that...

Though we observed a number of “scoring” projects, and though these projects received a considerable amount of attention as measured by views and comments, we observed comparatively little concern or discussion about opinions being expressed through the models. On some of these projects, community members left comments to ask the project creators their reasoning behind the formulas they created. Creator responses were frequently variations on “I made it up.” What users chose to include and exclude in their models reveals some insight into their perceptions and beliefs. Several projects placed prominence on statistics that came out of interactions (such as likes and favorites) over those that came from user activity (such as projects created). We feel that exploring ways to foster these discussions and how youth develop these models is a promising avenue for future work.

O’Neil argues that the process of interpreting data requires a thorough knowledge of context. The importance of context was clear among the youth we observed, not only in model building, but in other discussions as well. The culture of the Scratch community can skew certain variables. For example, a common cultural practice in Scratch involves users reporting their scores in game projects through the comments section. This means that games in Scratch often have more comments. This fact was not lost on the young data analysts we observed. In one project that attempted to identify the viewer’s most viewed and and most loved project, a commenter offered a suggestion to, among other things, display the viewer’s project with the most comments. The 11-year-old creator of the project responded positively but added that he felt that the number of comments might be more representative of genre than popularity.

**Commenter:** Woah, neat! A few ideas I have: Most commented on (as that may not be the same as most loved), newest project, and random project.

**Creator:** Nice ideas! Although, the most commented might end up being a game where there is a high-score system, as everyone comments their scores.

boyd and Crawford argue that without context, data can “lose meaning and value” [5]. Definitions of “data science” (e.g., [29]) also highlight the need for domain knowledge or subject expertise to understand the “why” of data as opposed to the “what” [48]. In the example above, we see Scratch users not only engaging in analyzing data but also doing so in a manner that indicates that they are aware of the mechanism through which this data is generated. This skepticism and knowledge that data must be put into context and interpreted reflects our second data literacy.

Data comes with assumptions and hidden decisions

Although data can have obvious errors, there are also more subtle issues that can cause the end result of data analysis to be biased or incorrect. Some scholars have framed this by suggesting that “raw data is an oxymoron” [25] or that raw data needs to be “cooked with care” [3]. The point of these critiques is that data is always shaped by decisions and assumptions made during the process of data collection, processing, and analysis. For example, if a surveyor decides to conduct a national poll over landline telephones, it will be biased toward a certain demographic. Any interpretation of the results of that poll should keep this potential source of bias in mind. Understanding the assumptions and decisions that accompany data is a critical step for consumers and purveyors of data science tools. This constitutes our third critical data literacy: that data comes with assumptions and hidden decisions.

![Figure 3: The formula for ‘Total Scratcher Awesomeness’—an example of a project that uses a model to score and rate users.](image)
In conversations involving projects created with Scratch Community Blocks, we saw that becoming fluent in this literacy is not always a straightforward process. For example, one project showed the cumulative views received by the viewer’s projects as a percentage of the total number of users in Scratch. This led to some confusion as some users assumed that the project calculated what percentage of users in Scratch had viewed the project. The resultant conversation happened in the comment thread on the project page:

Commenter A: that’s so cool! almost 00.5% of all the users on scratch have viewed my projects and that’s a lot :B but crossstitch’s results are indeed slightly dubious...over 100% of people have viewed his projects which is awesome but impossible - love the project!! *o*  
Commenter B: @CommenterA I think it’s because its based on views, not each specific player.  
Commenter A: @CommenterB that’s awesome :D people who haven’t registered on scratch have viewed a significant amount of his projects yes  
Project Creator: @CommenterA Yeah what @CommenterB said is correct.

Here we see an example of collective sense-making. Commenter A began by questioning the validity of a result and pointing out a discrepancy. In the following discussion, users tried to puzzle through the ways in which this discrepancy could have occurred. The creator of the project in question was aware of this particular quirk of the project, and when sharing the project, he had added the following note to the project description:

This project does not and cannot calculate unique viewers. So some views can be the exact same person who viewed the project earlier.

The discussion above reflects a broader issue in interpreting data made available by centralized socio-technical systems such as social networks. While data may be publicly viewable, the decisions, processes, and algorithms behind the construction of this data are not. Although the project creator expressed some confidence in the fact that the project view count returned by Scratch Community Blocks double-counted at least some users, the details of how this number is created is not public or known. The full answer is very complicated and the author of the system that computes the view count struggled to explain it to our team. In absence of documentation from the team implementing and running the Scratch website, understanding the mechanism of how this particular variable is constructed is difficult.

This issue is not specific to Scratch. YouTube’s support page on view counts state:

Video views are algorithmically validated to maintain fair and positive experiences for content creators, advertisers, and users. To verify that views are real and accurate, YouTube may temporarily slow down, freeze, or adjust the view count, as well as discard low-quality playbacks.³

It is not clear what is meant by fair, positive, or a low-quality playback. While there may be reasons for Scratch and YouTube’s creators to not divulge the way views are counted, the result is that users make assumptions and guesses, often without realizing they are doing so. Numbers are treated as neutral and unproblematic facts. In the conversation above, Scratch users realized that even a simple number may have a complex story behind it and began reverse-engineering the process that created it.

In grappling with the often opaque nature of data, many Scratch users created projects that sought to add context and meaning to data. When asked what they liked best about the new blocks, one survey respondent said,

I really liked the possibility of creating a more meaningful high score list. Using an existing cloud high score list and being able to include a user’s country and about me section would really be cool.

In this case, the survey respondent recognized that the existing high score systems in Scratch games provided an incomplete picture. By constructing a high score system that provided additional context, they were able to make sense of the data in a way they considered meaningful. In these conversations about context, assumptions, and hidden decisions, these users helped build toward an important critical data literacy.

**Data-driven algorithms can cause exclusion**

Data and data-driven algorithms can be used for discrimination and for exclusion [13]. The potential for data-driven decisions to result in exclusion was recognized in a 2014 report to the office of the US president, which stated:

A significant finding of this report is that recent changes in data collection and analysis have the potential to eclipse longstanding civil rights protections in how personal information is used in housing, credit, employment, health, education, and the marketplace. [47]

This represents our fourth critical data literacy: that data-driven algorithms can lead to exclusion.

The possibility of discrimination based on data was recognized by Scratch users, and it was a frequent theme in their concerns and critiques. In a forum post, one 13-year-old pointed out that since it was possible to detect how many followers the viewer of a project had, users could create code to prevent users with a low follower count from accessing a project:

I love these new Scratch Blocks! However I did notice that they could be used to exclude new scratchers or scratchers with not a lot of followers by using a code: like this:

```
when flag clicked
if then user's followers <300
stop all.
```

I do not think this a big problem as it would be easy to

²crossstitch is the creator of some of the most popular projects on Scratch.

³https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2991785 (accessed in September 2016)
remove this code, but I did just want to bring this to your attention in case this not what you would want the blocks to be used for.

Although often more subtle and complex than described here, algorithmic discrimination has received significant attention among scholars [24] and in the popular press [31]. Scratch Community Blocks offered an opportunity for Scratch users to grapple with this debate. The user quoted above was concerned about algorithms designed to exclude users who are new to the community or less popular than their peers. He also suggested that it would be possible to “remove this code”—hinting at the possibility for oversight or monitoring mechanisms that could address such discrimination.

In the conversations around this type of code, not all comments were expressions of concern. A number of users saw the new affordance as adding new possibilities for incentives in games built with Scratch:

You know how in certain apps, they have things like “like us on [Facebook], and get 3 coins” I could do something like “follow WillTheSuperman, and get 25 more power-ups” or something like that.

This quote, which describes a potential incentive system for gaining followers, shows how Scratch users built on their experience on platforms outside Scratch that use data to implement similar types of incentives. Scratch users recognized that they could use data to shape their peers’ behavior. Not all users agreed that such incentive mechanisms would be a positive addition to what is possible in Scratch. One 16-year-old wrote:

People can use these new blocks so that people are forced to follow them. I know, this could be a way for them to get followers, but I think it could go out of hand. Say, they were making a story, they post one chapter. They are hooked, so they go onto the next chapter. Then, on the second chapter, it says: “You have to follow me to read this chapter!” It’s forcing them to follow this user in order to read the next chapter. I mean, this is an effective way to get followers, but it just doesn’t seem right.

Using a concrete example of a hypothetical project that forces Scratch users to follow the creator to continue accessing the project, this Scratch user expressed her concern that an algorithm with access to behavioral data could intentionally shape user behavior.

While several users recognized problems, others articulated potential solutions like the first user quoted in this section. One survey respondent suggested that this would be a method of editing out the discriminatory algorithm:

I thought that this community blocks idea might lead to some exclusion. Some people might start using the code to only let popular people play their games. This won’t be too much of a problem though, because people can still edit the code and make it playable.

That said, this particular workaround is possible only because Scratch code is always open, visible, and editable by any user. Even then, it is only possible when a Scratch user has the necessary skills to make the changes to the discriminating code.

Outside Scratch, most algorithms are inaccessible. They are typically considered trade secrets or are too complicated for non-specialists to understand, let alone modify [41]. The need for technical sophistication to address this issue was not lost upon Scratch users—a 16-year-old community member wrote in a forum post:

Just as a few others mentioned already though, we should make sure that it is not used to discriminate New Scratchers who not only likely not have many followers, projects, and comments, but also likely have a more limited knowledge of the technology, so they might not know how to change the project inside. I know that I wouldn’t have.

These comments reflect sophisticated views about how access to data could affect the experience of individual Scratch users. Scratch users were able to imagine ways to use data in ways they considered both desirable and undesirable. They could conceptualize the potential effects of data discrimination on both an individual and at the community level.

In the report to the US president cited earlier, the authors raise concerns about “digital redlining,”—data-driven practices that may cause exclusion in the same way that banks refused to give loans to customers from certain neighborhoods during the first half of the 20th century. In the comments above, we see similar concerns within the context of Scratch, acknowledging that while data is a powerful means to understand the world, it can also establish new forms of discrimination and exclusion. In their discussion of digital exclusion and potential responses to it, Scratch users provided insight into a fourth critical data literacy.

Measuring and reporting data can affect the system that created the data

In trying to understand and evaluate a system and its effects, there is often a tendency to value measures that are easily quantifiable. Because of their increased value, these measures are often used to evaluate performance. As a result of this process, the system that produces the underlying data can become distorted. This phenomenon of quantitative indicators ending up distorting the process or the system was noticed and documented by Campbell [10]. A classic example of this can be seen in formal educational contexts where quantifiable test scores get more attention than may be warranted. Scholars and educators such as Holt [27] have argued that education as a field has become overly focused on test scores with teachers teaching specifically for tests and ignoring less quantifiable components of education such as fostering expression and enabling creative solutions to unanticipated problems. This represents the fifth and final youth-identified critical data literacy—that measuring and reporting data can affect the systems creating the data.

Some of this information made accessible by Scratch Community Blocks was not easily accessible otherwise. This was particularly the case with code metadata in Scratch projects.
Using *Scratch Community Blocks*, a number of projects represented and visualized code metadata from users’ trajectories in different ways. These visualizations caused some users who viewed these projects to look back on their participation and to reflect on the type of blocks they tended to use more, and the types they used less. Fostering self-reflection through data was an explicit design goal of *Scratch Community Blocks* [15].

However, this affordance also introduced the risk of an unanticipated consequence. The original design goals of Scratch [50, 52] treated creativity, collaboration, and respect for one’s peers as paramount. In such a context, there is a risk that users of *Scratch Community Blocks* could shift behaviors in Scratch in deleterious ways by highlighting and incentivizing behaviors—such as attracting large number of followers—that are easy to measure and report but are, at best, orthogonal to Scratch’s goals.

One survey respondent, when prompted for any additional comments on the community blocks, stated their belief that the projects created with the blocks had the potential to affect what people perceived as important:

I am just a bit worried that people will make these projects and take it the wrong way, saying that followers are the most important thing on Scratch.

Echoing a similar concern, a 12-year-old user wrote in the forums that this can lead to disagreements and conflict within the community:

These new features are really helpful! However, I think that it would have a possibility to leading to flame wars or fights about followers.

Similarly, another 12 year old user imagined that users with a smaller number of followers could be made fun of and harassed:

But a few things, you can easily make fun of someone for example, “You only have 2 followers! Ha! Well I have 10!”

These concerns were not totally unfounded. We found that users were treating number outputs by projects (e.g., the Scratchawesomeness calculator described earlier, which took into account number of followers) as scores and reporting them (sometimes competitively) as project comments. For example, in one comment, a user wrote “9189. ITS OVER NINE THOOOUUUUSAAAAND!!!!!!” We also found a few instances of users creating projects that would generate mocking comments for users with a smaller number of projects and followers.

boyd and Crawford, quoting Du Gay and Pryke [18], note that, like accounting tools, data analysts “do not simply aid the measurement of economic activity, they shape the reality they measure;” so Big Data stakes out new terrains of objects, methods of knowing, and definitions of social life” [5]. Similarly, the introduction of new affordances around data into Scratch can have far-reaching consequences.

The problems youth observed and described are not entirely new to Scratch. Indeed, incentivizing following behavior existed in Scratch before the introduction of *Scratch Community Blocks*. That said, Scratch users recognized that as collecting and using data became easier, it could influence behavior and, ultimately, the nature of the data itself. The ability of youth to recognize the way these blocks could affect the community in which they participate is a manifestation of a final critical data literacy.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings show that the way that youth critique, question, and debate the implications of data analytics reflects some of the existing critical discourse pertaining to data. That said, not all themes explored by scholars were raised by youth. Two notable critiques that were absent from the conversations are the point that larger data sets may not necessarily mean better data and the point that new forms of data collection and analysis can create new types of digital divides by enabling only a handful of organizations and individuals with significant resources to perform data collection and analysis [5]. We feel that these topics did not come up because they pertain more to “big data” than the types of social media analytics supported by *Scratch Community Blocks*. Moreover, youth using *Scratch Community Blocks* had little say in what data was being collected or presented to them. Relatedly, we do not know whether the critical perspectives that we described in the context of Scratch translate into insights about data practices in other social networks (e.g., Facebook or Snapchat). Understanding and addressing these gaps remain a topic for future work.

Another limitation of our approach was that although *Scratch Community Blocks* was based on Scratch, our setting was a context where we explicitly encouraged the use of data. We know from previous work by Dasgupta et al. [14] that a majority of Scratch users use only a subset of the approximately 130 code blocks that are available to them. We do not know what patterns of engagement would have emerged if these were introduced in the larger Scratch community. Strategies to engage larger groups in discussions of these questions remain an open challenge.

Even within this limited setting, discussions were driven by the agency of the Scratch users concerned. Users encountered and explored the five critical data literacies described in this paper on their own. These users were operating within the culture of Scratch, a familiar context, as they engaged in the discussions and sense-making that we have highlighted in this paper. Bruner describes the importance of such contexts in meaning making as follows:

Meaning making involves situating encounters with the world in their appropriate cultural contexts in order to know “what they are about.” Although meanings are “in the mind,” they have their origins and their significance in the culture in which they are created.[8]

In a similar vein, Papert and his collaborators have described the idea of Mathland, a cognitive space where mathematical ideas are encountered naturally by the inhabitants [42]. Learning mathematics in Mathland, constructionists argue, should
be similar to the experience of a child learning French in France.

In light of these theories, we can see that as the young people using Scratch Community Blocks grappled with the implications of social data analytics, they were supported by the fact that their encounters were situated in an appropriate and familiar cultural context. As educators consider a critical pedagogy of data, our work shows that situating the learning experience in a familiar cultural context can play an important role. Our work points to the possibility that enabling learners to analyze social and behavioral data can spark conversations that explore critical data literacies.

In May 2016, Science magazine published an article [36] describing the long-term vision for “big ideas” at the US National Science Foundation. One of the specific research areas constituted the development of “learning opportunities and educational pathways” driven by an “understanding of the knowledge and skill demands needed by a 21st century data-capable workforce.” Earlier during the year in January 2016, the US Federal Trade Commission released a report with the title “Big Data: A Tool for Inclusion or Exclusion? Understanding the Issues” [22]. These acknowledgements, along with the concerns raised by academics and advocates, indicate that an essential piece of a “data-capable workforce” are critical data literacies of the kinds we have described here. These reports suggest that what may be at stake is not just economic productivity and competitiveness but also some of our core democratic and civic values.

In this paper, we show that it is possible for young people to discover, critique, and question the implications of digital data collection in their lives, frequently echoing the concerns raised by academic scholars. Defining critical data literacies is still a topic of ongoing conversation. We hope that the young people’s perspectives presented here can contribute to this discussion. We show that not only are youth receptive to discussions about critical data literacies, they also have something to teach us as well.
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